Abstract-Worldwide data centers consume about 300 billion kWh of energy per year, which accounts for 2 % of total electricity use. As MapReduce becomes the mainstream paradigm for data intensive computing in data centers, optimizing MapReduce energy efficiency can greatly mitigate energy requirements and reduce energy bills. Numerous studies have attempted to improve MapReduce energy efficiency, but few have approached this problem from understanding and reducing the energy impact of data movements. As data movements are often performance and energy bottlenecks, we propose a data movement centric approach and present an analysis framework with methods and metrics for evaluating costly built-in MapReduce data move ments. Our experimental investigation leverages the fine-grained performance and power profiling framework eTune and reveals unique system-level and component-level energy characteristics of data movements. It also shows the scalability of energy efficiency with Map Reduce workload and system parameters. These energy characteristics can be exploited in system design and resource allocation to improve data-intensive computing energy efficiency.
I. INT RODUCT ION
Power and energy consumption are among the top concerns in data center design and operation. Today's data centers usually consume multiple megawatts of power. Worldwide, the annual total energy consumption of data centers is about 300 billion kWh, accounting for 2% of the total electricity use [10] . This massive power/energy demand not only limits the affordability and sustainability of data centers, but also causes considerable environmental concerns and policy re sponses. Improving energy efficiency of data center applica tions can effectively address this problem, but requires us first understanding the power and energy characteristics of data center workloads for guided design.
In this paper, we focus on energy efficiency of MapReduce based data intensive workloads. Particularly, we study the power, energy, and energy efficiency of data movements in MapReduce [4] applications. This focus is due to three rea sons. First, data movements consume a significant portion of system energy in data centers by keeping computer servers waiting for data or moving data around [1] . Second, MapRe-978-1-4799-0623-9/13/$31.00 © 2013 IEEE duce has become a major computing paradigm in data centers for processing large scale data sets, thanks to its automatic parallel processing and ultra high scalability. Third, due to technology revolution in data acquisition and storage, data centers have experienced the doubling of data volume every two years [5] . Efficient storing and processing of massive data is not only a basic requirement but also a practical challenge to most data centers.
Researchers have attempted several methods to improve energy efficiency of MapReduce data movements. These meth ods include: reducing the volume of data in motion with data compression [3] , increasing data movement speed using high speed interconnects [16] , [17] , applying dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) to reduce CPU power consumption during data movements [18] , and partitioning data storage into multiple zones based on data access patterns to facilitate different power managements [9] , [11] , [2] .
While most of these methods are capable of improving overall energy efficiency of MapReduce workloads, they don't provide details about the power and energy requirements of built-in MapReduce data movements. As shown by the power profile of a MapReduce application in Figure 1 , system power significantly changes with MapReduce execution phases and data movements; each MapReduce data movement incurs distinct power consumption. System hardware and software designs must recognize such differences and use suitable strategies to achieve optimal energy efficiency for each data movement.
In this work, we study power and energy characteristics of data movements using first-hand data collected on a physical Hadoop MapReduce compute cluster. We describe an analysis framework to evaluate the energy efficiency of MapReduce data movements, and characterize the power and energy of three major types of MapReduce data movements: HDFS (Hadoop File System) read, HDFS write, and data shuffle. In addition, we discuss various impacting factors of data movement energy efficiency.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We present the analysis framework in Section II. We analyze the overall energy profiles of typical data movements in Section III Power Profile of Sort Application Fi g . I. The power profile of the Hadoop-Sort benchmark. This fi g ure plots the system power of a sin g le task node durin g the execution of the Sort benchmark on a 8-node Hadoop cluster.
and detailed power-energy characteristics in Section IV. After discussing related work in Section V, we summarize our findings and future work in Section VI.
II. T HE ANALY SIS FRAMEWORK

A. Data Movement Under Study
In this work, we define data movement as the process during which a chunk of data is transferred from one location to another. In a Hadoop-based MapReduce system, possible locations could be a disk of HDFS distributed storage on a data node, a memory module attached to a processor on a task node, or a local disk managed by the local file system on a task node. A data movement starts when the request is issued and ends when the last piece of requested data arrives at its destination.
A data movement is identified by its pattern and data size. There exist multiple data movement patterns in a MapReduce job. Each pattern is distinguished by its source location, destination location, and the data path between these two ends. For example, there are usually two major data movement patterns in a map task. The first involves getting file splits from distributed HDFS storage disks to a map function on a task node. The second involves storing intermediate (key, value) pairs generated by the map function on a task node to its local disks. We identify four dominant data movement patterns that are common to MapReduce jobs. 1) HDFS Read: File splits are read from HDFS stable storage disks on data nodes to map functions on task nodes by input readers.
2) Local Buffer and Disk Write: Map tasks' output data, represented as intermediate (key, value) pairs, are written to local buffers and disks from processors by map fu nction on task nodes. Similarly, reduce tasks' output data are written to local buffers and disks by reduce fu nction.
3) All-to-All Shuffle: Map tasks' output data are exchanged and sorted between all task nodes during the shuffle phase, which follows the map phase and precedes the reduce phase. The shuffle is conducted as all-to-all exchanges across the network, during which each task node pulls data from all other nodes. Because the initial source and final destination of the shuffled data include buffers and disks on task nodes, all-to-all shuffle involves both memory/disk read and write.
4) HDFS Write:
Reduce output data are written to dis tributed HDFS stable storage devices on data nodes from processors on task nodes by output writer.
We judiciously exclude local buffer/disk write from our analysis in this work. Our justification is that local buffer/disk write is least expensive and its cost is equivalent to only a small portion of the cost of HDFS write. Previous studies show that both HDFS read and write account for roughly same share ( 12%) of total I/O traffic [14] , and shuffle involves even larger data volume and costs more time due to aU-to-all communication across network [14], [17] .
B. Performance Metrics
We use a set of six metrics to evaluate data movements from multiple aspects including performance, power, energy, and energy efficiency.
1) Performance:
We evaluate data movement performance with two metrics: time-to-completion t, and data movement bandwidth bw. Time-to-completion measures the time duration in seconds between the start and end of a data movement. For a given data size, time-to-completion provides the most straightforward performance measurement. Bandwidth is de fined as the number of bytes moved in one second. Bandwidth is useful to evaluate data movements of various patterns and sizes.
2) Power: Power describes the instant electricity demand in Watts by a computer system or a component. We analyze both node system power Pnode and component power Pcomp. Node system power captures the total power consumption of a single task node or data node, and component power provides more in-depth information about how major computer components respond to a given workload.
3) Energy:
We use total system energy consumed during the data movement, E, as the metric for data movement energy consumption. E is calculated as the sum of energy consumption of all task nodes, where energy consumption of a single node Enode is derived by Equation 1.
Here, t is the time-to-completion for the data movement under study, D.T is the power profiling sampling interval, and Pnode(ti) is the node system power sampled at time ti.
4) Energy Efficiency:
Energy efficiency is normally pre sented as a ratio of consumed energy to completed workload. Data movement energy efficiency, E, is calculated with Equa tion 2.
Total System Energy
The umt IS 10uiesIByte or equivalently Watts/(Bytes/s). A smaller ratio means a higher energy efficiency.
C. Isolation of Data Movement
We use synthetic benchmarks to isolate data movements and to eliminate interference from each other. Both HDFS read and HDFS write are isolated with the TestDFSIO bench mark distributed with Hadoop. TestDFSIO reads and writes a number of files, whose size can be set with command-line arguments. Shuffle is isolated with a modified version of the RandomWriter application distributed with Hadoop. We elimi nate the HDFS write by setting the OutputFormat parameter to NullOutputFormat. The resulting application spends a majority of time shuffling records between map tasks and reduce tasks.
D. Data Collection
We use the eTune [6] toolkit to directly measure the power consumption of both compute nodes and computer components inside a node including CPU, main memory, hard disk drives and fans. We use eTune to collect performance related data, i.e., OS statistics and architecture-level perfor mance events reported by performance monitoring counters (PMCs). It also collects and analyzes Hadoop 10bTracker and TaskTracker logs to obtain timing and data volume of MapReduce execution phases and data movements.
III. OVERALL POWER PROFILES
The experiments are conducted on an 8-node power-aware cluster with Gigabit Ethernet interconnection. Each node has dual AMD Opteron quad-core 2380 processors running Cen tOS release 6.2. Each core has a 64KB L1 instruction cache, a 64KB L1 data cache, and a unified 512KB L2 cache. The four cores on the same chip share one 6MB L3 cache. Each node has one WD1600AYPS Raid Edition nOOrpm SATA hard drive.
Hadoop version 1.0.3 is running on the cluster. The Hadoop MapReduce platform is configured with one NameNode and one 10bTracker, both running on the same physical node. The other seven nodes serve as the DataNodes and perform map and reduce tasks. Unless explicitly stated, the number of con current workers on each node is eight. HDFS replication factor of 1 is used in our experiments for simplicity and accuracy. Each job is repeated five times and average performance and power are reported. 
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Base power and activity power of HDFS read, HDFS write and Figure 2 shows node power consumption of these three data movements. Node power consumption was averaged over more than 100 experiments for each of the data movement types.
Node power comprises base power and actIvIty power. The former represents the power consumption when no user job is running, and the latter represents the additional power incurred by user jobs. Among these three data movements, HDFS read incurs the least activity power while shuffle incurs 880% more activity power. Base power is 134 watts and dominates for all three data movements and accounts for 90% or more of total system power consumption. Fi g . 3. Node power breakdown for HDFS read, HDFS write, and shuffle. Figure 3 shows the breakdown of node power to computer components for each data movement. For all three data move ments, CPU power comprises the largest portion of system power, followed by memory, fan, and disk, Most of the power difference between these three data movements is from CPU, The power consumption of memory and disks change with data movements with small percentages. Table I presents the corresponding components' activities. The power consumption of all components show linear association to the corresponding activities, For example, higher CPU power is associated with higher CPU utilization, and higher memory power with higher active memory. 
IV, DETAILED ENERGY CHARACT ERIST ICS
We further investigate the scalability of energy efficiency of each data movement and their variations with several workload and system parameters, 
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:n 120 ""5 100 processors involved in HDFS read across the Hadoop system. The total data volume is fixed at 14GB and the number of files is fixed at 7, each with 2GB data. Figure 4 shows performance, single node power and total system energy of HDFS read under various numbers of task nodes, each consisting of eight workers. Overall, execution time decreases as the number of workers increases. The speedups gained from using 16 workers and 32 workers are significant. Particularly, the speedup is roughly 2X when worker count increases from 8 to 16 . This 2X speedup implies 1) the number of splits and map tasks are evenly divided to the workers and 2) a majority of HDFS read is still from local disks. Performance only slightly increases when worker count increases from 16 to 24, indicating more splits are accessed from remote disks. There are no obvious performance gains by using more than 40 workers due to the overhead of process creation and management.
Power consumption on a single node is very steady with a minimal decrease as the number of workers increases. Though less workload is assigned to a single node as more task nodes are involved. The total system energy over all task nodes increases with the number of workers. It almost doubles when the number of workers increases from 8 to 48. The energy consumption using 3 task nodes or 24 processors is peculiarly high. This spike occurs because neither performance and power improves by increasing worker count from 16 to 24. A similar spike occurs at 48 workers.
2) Workload Size: Here we evaluate the scalability of energy efficiency with data size, as shown in Table II . The number of workers is 8 on one node and the block size is the default value 64MB. As data size increases from 1.75GB to 3.5GB, performance almost doubles, activity power slightly changes, and energy efficiency roughly doubles. This is because the number of map tasks doubles in response to the doubling data size. However, overall energy efficiency drops as workload size further increases, mainly due to the reduced achieved overall bandwidth. At 28GB data it halves from the maximum. More data leads to contention between multiple I/O streams and more overhead to manage processes.
3) Block Size: Block size determines the size of file splits and granularity of MapReduce tasks. A finer granularity may lead to balanced workload but also incur more overhead in managing MapReduce tasks. Table III shows the effects of HDFS block size on performance and energy efficiency of HDFS read. The total data size is fixed at 7GB and one task node is used. Though there isn' t a clear trend, block size does greatly affect performance and energy efficiency by up to 24%. The highest efficiency occurs at 256MB block size, and the lowest efficiency occurs at 128MB block size. Block size only slightly changes power.
B. HDFS Write 1) Number of Workers: Figure 5 shows performance, power and energy efficiency of HDFS write with varying number of workers. In these experiments, the number of files is 7 and the total data volume is 14GB. Overall, HDFS writes speed up with more workers but performance gain diminishes with 40 or more workers. Execution time almost halves as worker count increases from 8 and 16. Node power visibly changes with worker counts. It reaches the highest at 8 workers (144.4 watts) and drops to the lowest at 32 workers (141.7 watts). System consumes the lowest energy with 8 workers while delivering the best energy-performance tradeofl's with 40 workers.
2) Workload Size: Table IV presents the effects of workload size on local HDFS write on a single task node. Performance monotonically increases with workload size at a roughly HDFS Write --Perfonnance HDFS Write --Node Power HDFS Write --System Energy 700 constant rate except at 28GB. The corresponding 110 write bandwidth reaches maximum at 14GB, and then drops. Node power increases by up to 8-10 watts on top of base power. Energy efficiency has a similar trend as performance. It rises from the lowest value and then reaches the peak at 14GB workload size, and then decreases. This trend is explained by the various buffers used in the HDFS platform and disk devices. As workload size is small, these buffers prevent HDFS write from blocking by temporarily storing the data. Once workload size exceeds the buffer threshold, HDFS write blocks and overhead of managing these buffers incurs. 3) Blocksize: Table V presents the effects of HDFS block size on HDFS write on one task node. The total data amount is 7GB. Performance significantly changes with block size, the trend is unclear, though. The best performance occurs at 32MB block size while the worst performance occurs at 128 MB. Node activity power can rise up to 9 watts on top of base power. The best energy efficiency occurs at 32MB and 256 block size. Figure 6 shows the effects of number of workers when the total data volume is fixed at 6GB. Execution time greatly drops as more workers are used. The speedup is 3X when worker count increases from 8 to 16 , and 2X when worker count increases from 16 to 24. However, speedup is marginal once more than 40 workers are used. Node power rises on top of base power during the shuffle. Activity power is about 10 watts with 8 workers and 13.5 watts with 24 workers. Total system energy dramatically drops with worker count and is minimum with 24 workers. More than 24 workers leads to higher total system energy consumption.
2) Workload Size: Performance dramatically changes as workload size increases, as shown in Table VI . Bandwidth almost doubles with workload size. Bandwidth reaches the maximum when data size is 1.5GB. At this point the plat form saturates. Bandwidth drops though, as data size further increases. This is due to the overhead of buffer and process management. Node power rises about 8-13 watts on top of base power during shuffle, and reaches the highest with 1.5GB workload data. There is a linear association between node activity power and achieved bandwidth: the higher the bandwidth is, the larger node power is. The resulting energy efficiency is low at 0.375GB and reaches the highest at 1.5GB. 
V. RELAT ED WORK
As the MapReduce programming paradigm is widely adopted in data centers, researchers have attempted to im prove computing energy efficiency on MapReduce platforms. Restricting jobs to a portion of nodes while powering down the others [15] , [19] has been an effective approach due to the dominating base power. This approach may lead to performance degradation and requires knowledge about the jobs including workload size and CPU requirements. Oth ers attempt to reduce power and cooling cost of CPU. For example, [7] , [8] , and [l2] investigate temperature-aware MapReduce scheduling;
[18] exploits the low processor utilization during data movements and thus reduces processor performance/power states to save energy. Recognizing the emergence of data-intensive computing and following Bar roso's recommendation [1] to understand all components to --.
--.
r:� · achieve full potential energy savings, we focus on the role of data movement in MapReduce energy consumption.
Various methods have been applied to MapReduce data movements to improve energy efficiency. Chen et al [3] reduce the volume of data in motion with data compression and others [16] , [17] increase data movement speed with high speed interconnects. 110 throttling and I/O coordination [13] are exploited to reduce I/O bottlenecks. [9] , [11] , [2] use separate zones so that some zones can be always up to host hot or immediately needed data while other for cold data can transit to deep power saving states or turn off. While all these studies improve MapReduce energy efficiency, they don't provide a fundamental understanding of the energy profiles of data movements that is critical for efficient MapReduce system design. The study in [20] also presents component power. Ours differs by providing greater detailed energy characteristics of data movements.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This work performs fine-grained performance and energy analysis on MapReduce data movements to gain insight into power and energy requirements of MapReduce jobs. Three individual MapReduce data movements -HDFS Read, HDFS Write, and shuffle are extensively examined. Experimental results demonstrate that data movement energy efficiency varies with common configuration parameters. Noteworthy findings include: 1) Each of the three typical MapReduce data movements has distinct energy requirements and efficiencies. HDFS write uses energy most efficiently and is followed by HDFS read and then shuffle. 2) Inspection of component power reveals that CPU power dominates total power con sumption for all the data movements. 2) Energy efficiency greatly varies with workload size and certain data sizes deliver better efficiencies.
